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Abstract
Spectral envelopes are very useful in sound analysis and synthesis because of their connection with production and
perception models, and their ability to capture and to manipulate important properties of sound using easily under-
standable “musical” parameters. It is not easy, however, to estimate and represent them well, as several requirements
must be fulfilled. We discuss the strengths and weaknesses of the estimation methods LPC, cepstrum, and discrete
cepstrum, and evaluate the representations filter coefficients, sampled, break-point functions, splines, and formants.
The proposed high-level approach to spectral envelope handling is followed in software developed at IRCAM, which
makes some important applications of spectral envelopes in the domain of additive analysis–synthesis possible.

1 Introduction
A spectral envelope is a function giving amplitude over
frequency, which is the envelope of the magnitude of
a short-time spectrum (STS) [1][2]. Spectral envelopes
are well suited for musical sound synthesis because of
their connection with production models such as the
source–filter model,1 as well as with the perception of
musical sounds, e.g. timbre. Moreover, spectral en-
velopes offer a simple and concise representation of im-
portant sound properties which largely simplify the con-
trol of synthesis models.

Even though the term spectral envelope is com-
monly used for the envelope of the magnitude of the
STS only, we will also consider generalised spectral
envelopes [1] for the phase of the STS, and for the
frequency of nearly-harmonic partials as a function of
their harmonic number. Several important properties of
sound are thus captured in a simple and powerful rep-
resentation. As sinusoidal partials and non-sinusoidal
components (called the residual noise) in the voice and
musical instruments are created by different mecha-
nisms, their spectral envelopes have to be treated sep-
arately at all steps from estimation to synthesis.

The high-level approach to spectral envelope han-
dling proposed here focuses on the generality of the rep-
resentation of spectral envelopes, and tries to abstract
from specific analysis or synthesis methods.

1.1 Properties of Spectral Envelopes
Envelope fit: A spectral envelope is a curve which en-
velopes the magnitude STS, i.e. it wraps tightly around
it, linking the peaks of the sinusoidal partials (see dis-
crete cepstrum in figure 1 for an example), or passing
close to the maxima of non-sinusoidal spectra.
Smoothness: A certain smoothness of the curve is re-
quired: it should not oscillate irratically (fluctuate too
wildly over frequency), but give a general idea of the
distribution of energy of the signal over frequency.

Adaptation to fast spectrum variations: A spectral
envelope is defined relative to a short segment of the
signal (typically between 10 and 50 ms). When the STS
varies rapidly from one analysis frame to the next, the
spectral envelope should follow precisely.

2 Estimation
Estimation is the task of deriving spectral envelopes
from a given signal. The requirements for an estima-
tion method are that the properties of spectral envelopes
be satisfied, plus the requirement of:
Robustness: The estimation should yield precise and
smooth spectral envelopes for a wide range of signals
with very different characteristics.

2.1 Methods
Linear Predictive Coding: The methods in the effi-
cient auto-regressive class (often termed LPC) essen-
tially build up a spectral envelope as the transfer func-
tion of an all-pole filter with order poles.
Cepstrum: The cepstrum smoothes the STS of a sig-
nal by low-pass filtering its log magnitude as if it was a
signal. The higher the order, the more accurately the en-
velope follows the fast variations of the STS, and hence
the smoothing effect is reduced.
Discrete Cepstrum: The discrete cepstrum spectral
envelope [3] is computed from distinct points in the
frequency–amplitude plane. These points, not neces-
sarily regularly spaced, are the spectral peaks of a STS,

As an example for the constraints imposed by the source–filter
model, in speech or in the singing voice, the spectral envelope is al-
most independent of the pitch. However, if we transpose a vowel
up by one octave, e.g. by resampling, the spectral envelope will be
transposed also. This effect sounds quite unnatural since formants are
shifted up one octave, which corresponds to shrinking the vocal tract
to half of its length. Obviously, this is not the natural behaviour of the
vocal tract. To avoid this, the spectral envelopeestimated from the un-
transposed sound has to be restored after transposition. (See sections
4 and 5 for how to accomplish that.)



most often the sinusoidal partials found by additive anal-
ysis. The preciseness of discrete cepstrum estimation
can be balanced by using a logarithmic frequency scale
above a given break frequency, similar to the mel scale.
This reflects the frequency resolution of the human ear,
which is coarser for high frequencies.

2.2 Comparison
Figure 1 shows the weaknesses of LPC and cepstrum
estimation: Both descend down into the space between
the partials, when they are spaced far apart, as for high-
pitched sounds. For low-order estimation, the LPC is
too smooth, and misses some of the peaks. The cep-
strum has the problem of averaging the spectrum, i.e. it
does not link the peaks either.

All these problems are avoided by the discrete cep-
strum method. Nevertheless, LPC and cepstrum are still
very well applicable to the residual noise, where the dis-
crete cepstrum cannot be used.2
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Figure 1: Comparison of LPC, cepstrum, and discrete
cepstrum spectral envelope estimation.

3 Representation
As we have seen above, the various estimation meth-
ods result in very different parameterizations of spectral
envelopes. However, their unified, high-level represen-
tation is essential for their use in musical synthesis and
for the flexibility of transformations and further process-
ing. After giving the requirements for representation,
we present several representations and their comparison.

3.1 Requirements
Preciseness: The representation has to describe an arbi-
trary spectral envelope (obtained by estimation, or given
manually) as precisely as possible.
Stability: The requirement of stability mandates that
the representation be resilient to small changes in the
data to be represented. Small changes, e.g. in the pres-
ence of noise, must not lead to large changes in the rep-
resentation, but must result in equally small changes.
Stability is of great importance considering that the data
to be represented can result from various different esti-
mation methods, or from manual input, and that some
noise is always present.
Locality in frequency: This requirement states that it
be possible to achieve a local change of the spectral en-

velope (not affecting the amplitude further away from
the point of manipulation) by a simple change in the
representation parameters.
Flexibility and ease of manipulation: The representa-
tion must be flexible enough to allow various manipula-
tions. It must be easy to specify manipulations with an
exactly defined desired outcome, e.g. a certain formant
location that has to be reached in voice synthesis. For
the manipulative abilities to be really useful for musical
applications, the relationship between the parameters of
the manipulation and the effect on the spectrum has to
be easily understandable.
Speed of synthesis: The representation should be us-
able for sound synthesis as directly as possible, without
first having to be converted to a different form at high
computational costs. This requirement is heavily depen-
dent on the type of synthesis.
Space in memory: The representation must not take up
too much memory, which is important for file storage
and even more so for transmission.
Manual input: The representation should be easy to
specify manually, e.g. by drawing a curve or placing
primitive shapes, or by textual input of parameters.

3.2 Proposed Representations
Filter coefficients: We can directly use the parameters
from estimation, be it the cepstral or one of the several
types of LPC coefficients.
Sampled representation: The continuous spectral en-
velope from estimation (or given directly) is sampled at
frequency points, which can be equidistant or loga-

rithmically spaced.3
Geometric representations: These try to describe the
curve of the spectral envelope with fewer points than
the sampled representation not spaced at equidistant
frequencies. They can be given as a piece-wise lin-
ear, or break-point function (BPF), which represents
a function by linear segments linking the break points

frequency amplitude , or as splines, which pro-
vide for quadratic or cubic interpolation of each section
between the given points. In the latter case, the points
are placed on the maxima, minima, and inflection points
of the spectral envelope.
Formants: In the voice, the maxima of the spectral en-
velope convey the main part of the perceptual informa-
tion concerning the vocal tract and the timbre. These
peaks result from resonances in the vocal tract (or any
acoustic resonator) which are called formants. Since
several formants are needed to represent a spectral enve-
lope, it has to be defined how they combine to form the
envelope: by addition ormultiplication. These twocom-

Robustness of estimation of speech spectral envelopes can be im-
proved using a composite envelope which is discrete-cepstrum-esti-
mated from the voiced part below the maximum voiced frequency (the
frequency of the highest sinusoidal partial), and LPC-estimated from
the unvoiced part above, as described in [4] and implemented in [5].

Equal care as when sampling audio signals has to be taken to
assure that is high enough to avoid aliasing of the rapidly varying
components of the continuous spectral envelope.



binations correspond, respectively, to the parallel and
serial structure of synthesis filters. Their different prop-
erties have been largely discussed, e.g. in [6]. There are
three convenient ways to represent formants:

1. Formant waveforms (FOFs, from Forme d’On-
de Formantique) represent a formant as an elementary
waveform [7]. Several FOFs add up to build the desired
spectrum (typically 5–7 for a voice). The frequency-
domain parameters are center frequency, amplitude,
bandwidth, and skirt width (which can be controlled
independently from the bandwidth); the time-domain
parameters are phase, excitation time, and attenuation
time. Although FOFs are a very precise way to define a
spectrum for singing voice and music synthesis (in the
CHANT system [8]), they bear more information than is
needed for the representation of a spectral envelope.

2. Basic formants are a simpler way to describe
formant spectral envelopes, using the parameters center
frequency , bandwidth , and amplitude (in dB).
With these parameters, the spectral envelope of the basic
formant can be defined as:

(1)

It approximates very well the magnitude transfer
function of a two-pole filter, which is the usual model
of a resonance. The final spectral envelope is the sum of
the basic formants .

3. Finally, precisely representing a real-life spec-
tral envelope as formants is often difficult. However,
the approximate locations of formants are fairly well
known. This motivates defining fuzzy formants as re-
gions within a sampled spectral envelope where we as-
sume that a formant exists.4 A fuzzy formant is speci-
fied by the lower bound, the upper bound, and the center
corresponding to the frequency of the formant peak. Ad-
ditionally, we identify formants with a label, such that
they can be associated into formant tracks.

3.3 Comparison
The table shows a comparison of the representations
with a score ( o ) indicating fulfillment of
the requirements from section 3.1. (The preciseness re-
quirement is not listed, as it is fulfilled by all methods).

Represen-
tation

Stabi-
lity

Loca-
lity

Flexibility/
Ease of Ma-
nipulation

Speed of
Synthesis
TD/FD

Space Man-
ual
Inp.

Filter coef.5 6 / 6 /o 6

Sampled / 7 / o 7

Geometric8 9 / 10 /
Formants5 9 / /o 11

4 Synthesis
In synthesis from scratch, a spectral envelope is given
directly as part of the synthesis parameters. In resyn-
thesis, an input signal is modified so as to respect the
desired spectral envelope.

To apply a spectral envelope, we can use filtering,
where the spectral envelope has to be converted to fil-
ter coefficients for time-domain filtering, or to a transfer
function for filtering in the frequency-domain12. Vari-
ous types of filters are abundantly described in the liter-
ature, e.g. in [9].

In additive synthesis, the synthetic signal is a sum
of sinusoidal partials with amplitudes according to the
sinusoidal spectral envelope, and of a residual noise the
spectral density of which is given by the noise spectral
envelope. The residual can be synthesized by filtering
white gaussian noise. For the sinusoidal part we have to
replace or crossfade the amplitude of a partial with the
value of the spectral envelope at its frequency.

The FFT method of additive synthesis [10]
avoids the computational cost of the classic oscillator
method. It uses the inverse Fourier transform of a STS,
allowing a speed gain of 10 to 30. It is implemented in
various musical sound synthesis systems [10][11][12].
Synthesizing the residual is easily and inexpensively
done while constructing the STS before transformation:
just add random values in the desired frequency bins.

5 Applications
A function library in C and various programs have been
developed at IRCAM, which allow spectral envelope
estimation and their application to sound transforma-
tion and synthesis [2]. Using the proposed high-level
approach to spectral envelopes, we can simplify the
problem of controlling sinusoidal partials for addi-
tive synthesis, and manipulating them in a sensible way.
This has often been addressed by specifying the change
of every single parameter over time by break-point func-
tions (e.g. in [13]). Since the number of partials can
easily rise into the hundreds, modifications are tedious.
Moreover, doing valid manipulations in regard of signal
processing and from a musical perspective is not obvi-
ous, and the parameters are interdependent. In [14] it is

This knowledge can come from manually labeled sourcematerial
(a recording of the voice with annotations of the phonemes that are
uttered), or from automatic formant estimation.

There are envelopes which are not easily representable, for ex-
ample the ideal low-pass filter.

Changing one coefficient changes the envelopeat all frequencies.
They are not that easy to manipulate, because their high locality

demands that all the new values at all the frequencies be given.
Geometric representations don’t model the spectral envelope in a

way relevant to its properties in relation its source signal, but simply
as a curve in euclidian space. More specifically, interdependencies
between the given points, that arise from the signal character of the
spectral envelope are not taken into account automatically.

Small changes in the envelope can cause a sudden change of the
maxima/formants found. (However, with fuzzy formants, such an in-
stability is not damaging.)

There is a tradeoff between ease of manipulation and preciseness:
When there is a point that governs a large area that can thus be manip-
ulated easily, the preciseness can suffer because a large portion of the
curve will be changed.

For specifying spectral envelopes manually, e.g. for the precise
synthesis of the voice, formants are well suited.

FD-filtering is done e.g. with IRCAM’s phase vocoder SuperVP.



suggested to use spectral envelopes to control the am-
plitudes of the partials for resynthesis. This drastically
reduces the number of parameters, provides us with pa-
rameter sets which are easily understandable (e.g. for-
mants), and renders frequency and amplitude control in-
dependent from each other.

Modeling the residual noise part by filtering
white noise with spectral envelopes renders this com-
ponent of sound accessible to manipulation. This has
not been possible in the sampled signal representation of
the residual. The most significant advantage, however,
lies in the unified high-level handling of noise and har-
monic parts: because the spectral envelope of the resid-
ual noise is represented in the same way as that of the
sinusoidal part, a manipulation can affect both parts syn-
chronously, if this is desired. Sinusoidal and noise spec-
tral envelopes are used in IRCAM’s real-time synthesis
system jMax [12] using FFT .

To perform modification and synthesis of the
singing voice in a sensible manner, the constraints
posed by the speech organs have to be taken into account
(e.g. when transposing). Also, many aspects of the ex-
pressivity of the singingvoice depend on the spectral en-
velope, i.e. on timbral variations like spectral tilt, rather
than on pitch and loudness alone. With the methods of
morphing between spectral envelope and formants de-
scribed in [15], a new type of high quality synthesis
of the voice is possible: To preserve the rapid changes
in transients (e.g. plosives), and the noise in fricatives,
these are best synthesised with the harmonic sinusoids
+ noise model, controlled by spectral envelopes in sam-
pled representation. For precise formant locations in
the steady part of vowels, the formant representation is
used. With morphing between fuzzy and precise for-
mants, it is then possible to interface the excellent gener-
ation of vowels by FOF synthesis, as used in the CHANT
synthesiser [8], with the flexibility of general additive
synthesis, for instance in the generalized graphical syn-
thesis control program DIPHONE [16].

6 Conclusion
In the context of computer music, the control of spec-
tral envelopes offers the possibility to influence the tim-
bre of a sound to a great degree, allowing composers
to obtain a desired effect or characteristic of a sound
by the use of flexible, unconstrained, high-level repre-
sentations. To the performer, the real-time application
of spectral envelope manipulation greatly enhances ex-
pressivity through easily understandable and “musical”
parameters, i.e. parameters that pertain to a model.

The previous sections lead to the observation that
each representation has its strong points. To keep maxi-
mum flexibility, we have to use all of them,13 and com-
bine them in an object-oriented class hierarchy.

With the software developed at IRCAM, sophisti-
cated new sound transformation and synthesis methods,
also in real-time, are possible. Note that all the pro-
grams use the standardized, open, and extensible Sound

Description Interchange Format (SDIF, cf. [17][18]) to
facilitate the exchange of spectral envelope data with
well-defined semantics [2] between programs, hardware
architectures, and institutions. With more and more
analysis–synthesis tools being ported to SDIF, this will
create important synergetic effects in research and cre-
ation.

For an in-depth discussion of spectral envelopes,
see also the forthcoming book [15].
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Between most of the representations conversion is easy.


